Electrically tunable liquid-crystal photonic crystal fiber
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Tunable light switch using a photonic crystal fiber filled with nematic liquid crystal is demonstrated. The original band-gap-guiding fiber structure was transformed to a total internal reflection-guiding photonic crystal fiber by filling liquid quartz into the air core and cladding air holes. By applying external voltage to the liquid-quartz-filled fiber, we have demonstrated an electrically tunable fiber-optical switch with over 30 dB attenuation at 60 Vrms for a He-Ne laser beam. This liquid-crystal-filled photonic crystal fiber will find useful applications in fiber-optic communication systems. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1796533]

Photonic crystal fiber (PCF) is a microstructured waveguide that contains an array of air holes running down the length of fiber. The air-hole lattice structure provides PCFs an additional design freedom offering different light propagation properties by choosing air-hole periodic structure topology and structural parameters like pitch, core diameter, and air-hole filling. In general, PCFs guide light either by a total internal reflection (TIR) or photonic band-gap (PBG) effect, depending on the fiber structure. For the TIR-guiding fibers, the refractive index of the core is higher than that of cladding. Therefore, the guiding mechanisms are similar to conventional fibers. In the case of PBG fiber, light of a certain wavelength bandwidth is confined in the low-index core by a full two-dimensional photonic band-gap effect. The air-hole lattice structure not only provides more design freedom, but also broadens the potential applications of PCFs by introducing additional materials into the air holes. Among these materials, liquid crystal (LC) is of particular interest because its refractive index can be tuned by temperature or by electric field. Some LC photonic band-gap composite structures and slab waveguides have been demonstrated by tuning the temperature. Recently, Larsen and coauthors reported a LC photonic band-gap fiber for optical switch using thermooptical tuning.

In this letter, we report the experimental observations of an electrically tunable LC-filled index-guiding photonic crystal fiber. The output light intensity of such a fiber can be electrically tuned by applying an external voltage across the fiber. We have investigated the electro-optic properties of such a fiber and demonstrated the switching function of over 30 dB attenuation at ~60 Vrms. In addition, the fiber transmittance is dependent on the input laser polarization in the intermediate voltage regime. Good attenuation in the high voltage state is, however, independent of the input polarization.

The PCF we used in the experiment was manufactured by BlazePhotonics. The microscope picture of the PCF structure is shown in Fig. 1(a). The fiber has a 10.9-μm diameter air core and a microstructured cladding containing an array of air holes in undoped fused silica along the length of the fiber. The pitch (distance between cladding hole centers) is 3.8 μm and the diameter of the microstructured silica-holes region is ~70 μm. There is an additional cladding layer of pure silica surrounding the microstructured region, giving the total fiber diameter of 120 μm. Because the fiber is designed for λ=1.55 μm, it does not guide other wavelengths. Figure 1(b) shows the charge coupled device (CCD) camera picture of the fiber output when a He-Ne laser is used as a light source. From the picture, one can see that light distributes in the entire holey region and is not guided in the fiber core.

We removed the fiber-protective jacket and filled a 12-mm-long air-core PCF with a commercial Merck nematic LC mixture E48 (Δn=0.23 at λ=589 nm) by capillary action. Because there is no aligning pretreatment, the alignment of LC molecules in the core and cladding holes is highly affected by the interface between the LC and the fiber holes. According to previous studies, the nematic LC directors tend to align along the length of the fiber in silica or Pyrex capillaries. In order to examine the director orientation and uniformity of LC alignment, the E48-filled PCF sample was placed under a polarizing optical microscope. The fiber was oriented parallel to the microscope polarizer. In the crossed analyzer-polarizer configuration, even though it was barely visible when observed by naked eyes through the microscope, a small amount of light in the microstructured region was captured by the attached camera, shown as inset (a) in Fig. 2. Therefore, we conclude that the LC director alignment is mainly along the fiber axis, in agreement with other reports, but with a small tilt resulting in a slight light rotation.

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for characterizing the electro-optic properties of the E48-filled PCF. The fiber was fixed between two parallel flat glass substrates with indium-tin oxide (ITO) deposited on the inner surfaces and voltage applied to the fiber as shown in inset (b) of Fig. 2. A

FIG. 1. Pictures of BlazePhotonics band-gap PCF: (a) microscope picture of the fiber structure and (b) CCD camera picture of the fiber output of the He-Ne laser beam. λ=633 nm and T=23 °C.
linearly polarized He-Ne laser with polarization parallel to the applied electric field was used as a probe light. The sample was fixed on a high-precision XYZ stage and positioned between two 10×3 microscope objectives (MO). The first objective lens focused the input beam to a 10 μm spot and coupled it to the PCF core. The second MO served to outcouple the laser beam from the fiber and then image the output beam profile onto a CCD camera. A computer-controlled LABVIEW system and voltage amplifier were used to provide voltage to the fiber. A nonpolarizing beam splitter was used to split the output beam from the fiber to the CCD camera and photodiode detector.

Figure 3 depicts a sequence of the CCD camera pictures of the E48-filled PCF output at different applied voltages. At \( V = 0 \), the fiber core clearly guides the laser light of Gaussian profile. In a simplified picture we could approximate the microstructured region as consisting of the core filled with LC and the uniform cladding of the effective refractive index. Due to the higher refractive index of the LC E48 compared to that of the silica, the fiber core has a higher refractive index than the “effective” cladding that consists of 10% silica (index of refraction 1.45) and 90% E48 (in the initial directors orientation configuration refractive index \( \sim 1.6 \)).

The guiding mechanism of the original air-core PCF switched from the original PBG effect to TIR guiding (also called index guiding) after it was filled with E48. In addition, the experiment showed that the fiber supports multimodes. If the laser beam was not coupled into the fundamental mode, then the output beam profile was irregular and less Gaussian-like. This multimode nature of the fiber, for the given experimental parameters, was further confirmed by the finite difference technique (FDT) simulations.

As the applied voltage increases, the core-guided mode loses the symmetry and Gaussian profile, becomes irregular in shape, drops in the peak intensity, and gradually couples more and more to the cladding LC-filled holes instead of the core itself, as shown in Fig. 3. From the CCD camera pictures one can see this occurring at \( V > 5 \text{ V}_{\text{rms}} \). At \( V \sim 20 \text{ V}_{\text{rms}} \), the beam propagation is mainly confined to the “cladding holes” region, especially in those adjacent holes surrounding the core, and the light intensity in the core region is very weak. The light propagating through the cladding regions contains a number of small bright spots, indicating “guiding” by the LC-filled cladding holes. Once the voltage is further increased to 60 \( \text{ V}_{\text{rms}} \), the guided throughput signal is reduced dramatically and obscured by the CCD camera noise. In this case, the light propagates not even in the cladding holes region, but rather, in the pure silica cladding region that surrounds the PCF structure. In this high-voltage regime, the light eventually leaks out of the fiber.

In order to quantitatively characterize the switching properties of the index-guided E48-filled PCF, a photodiode detector was placed in the image plane of the fiber output. The light entering the detector was limited by an aperture to capture the light coming from the core only. However, in practice, a fraction of the cladding “modes” might be still detected by the detector causing a small fluctuation in the measurements. The voltage-dependent transmittance of the fiber output with forward and backward voltage scan is shown in Fig. 4, where the transmittance is normalized to the initial transmission in the voltage-off state. At zero voltage,
the laser beam is mainly guided in the LC core. As the voltage is increased, the guided light gradually leaks to the outer LC-filled holes. As a result, the transmittance is rapidly decreased. The dynamic range was measured to be over 30 dB at 60 $V_{\text{rms}}$. When the voltage was scanned backward from 70 to 0 $V_{\text{rms}}$, the transmittance curve followed closely to that of the forward voltage scan except for a relatively small hysteresis $\sim 1.3$ $V_{\text{rms}}$. Here, the hysteresis width is defined as $V_{\text{down}} - V_{\text{up}}$, where $V_{\text{down}}$ and $V_{\text{up}}$ are the voltages corresponding to 50% transmittance for the forward and reverse voltage scans. The switching property is well reproducible. The rise and decay times were measured at 60 $V_{\text{rms}}$ and $T \sim 23 ^\circ C$ to be $\sim 10$ and 200 ms, respectively. These results are consistent with those estimated from the 10.9-$\mu$m diameter E48 LC-filled PCF core. To improve the response time, we could select a LC mixture with small viscoelastic coefficient, reduce the fiber core diameter, operate the device at an elevated temperature, or use the overdrive and undershoot voltage effect.\textsuperscript{15}

The light leakage behavior observed in Fig. 3 could originate from the disturbance of the guided mode resulting from the nonuniform reorientation of the LC molecules in the voltage-on state. From polarization microscopy, the LC molecules in the core and the cladding holes show relatively uniform behavior down the whole fiber length with the applied voltage. However, experimentally, it is very difficult to precisely determine how LC molecules rotate in the voids when the voltage is applied. The interactions between LC molecules and fiber capillaries make the electric field-LC molecules system more complex. From the fiber structure viewpoint, the optical switching behavior is a consequence of efficient coupling between the LC core and the surrounding LC-filled holes. The size of the cladding holes is 3.8 $\mu$m, which is much bigger than the He-Ne laser wavelength ($\lambda = 633$ nm), allowing the possibility for “guiding” within these LC-filled cladding holes.

We also investigated the electro-optic properties of the E48-filled PCF when the input laser polarization was orthogonal to the applied electric field. The results are similar to those of the parallel case. In the null voltage stage the beam was efficiently guided. With the increasing voltage the guiding was quite rapidly lost, first to the cladding holes region, and finally, to the pure silica region. The voltage-dependent transmittance is plotted in Fig. 5. The results are slightly different from those shown in Fig. 4. The guided light has a higher threshold voltage as observed from the insets of Fig. 5. The transmittance remains flat at $V \sim 10$ $V_{\text{rms}}$, which shows that the ordinary wave has a higher threshold voltage. This phenomenon is similar to that observed in a LC Fabry-Perot cavity.\textsuperscript{16} In the ideal case, when there was no scrambling of the LC molecules orientation, the horizontal polarization would not see any change in the refractive index even if the voltage is applied. However, as we observed from the polarizing microscope that the LC directors are not aligned completely parallel to the fiber axis. For the 12-mm-long fiber, even a small tilt angle in the LC molecules would induce a noticeable polarization rotation after the light has traversed such a long distance. As a matter of fact, the LC alignment in the fiber holes can be more complicated due to the interactions of the LC molecules with the interface of the fiber holes. The detailed LC alignment effect in the PCF, and the associated electro-optic properties, need to be studied further.

In conclusion, by infiltrating LC mixture into an air-core band-gap PCF we achieved an index-guiding PCF configuration. In this index-guiding PCF we have demonstrated an electrically controllable optical switch by applying voltage on the fiber. The disturbance resulting from the electric-field-induced LC reorientation leads to a very dramatic and rapid vanishing of the fiber core guiding. The achieved optical attenuation is over 30 dB at $\sim 60$ $V_{\text{rms}}$ for the 12-mm-long LC-filled PCF. Useful applications in the fiber-optic systems are foreseeable.
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